### 150Mbps Wireless Outdoor Bridge

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**  
---|---
WL7303HPNV2 | High Power Wireless 150Mbps Outdoor PoE Range Extender/Access Point Bridge

**FEATURES**
- Complies with IEEE 802.11n/g/b standards
- Point-to-point and point-to-multi point
- Wireless coverage of up to 5km
- WPS (Wi-Fi Protected Setup) function
- Wireless output power to 600mW
- Built-in 12 dBi directional antenna
- External RP-SMA connector for omni directional antenna
- Auto rate fallback in case of obstacles or interferences
- Operation modes: Gateway, Bridge, Wireless ISP
- 2 Year Warranty

---

### Enterprise Outdoor Dual Band Wireless Access Point

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**  
---|---
ECWO5110 | 802.11a/n/g/b Outdoor Enterprise PoE Wireless AP
ECWO5110-L | 802.11a/n/g/b Outdoor Enterprise PoE Controller Only Wireless AP

**FEATURES**
- Complies with wireless IEEE 802.11a/n/g/b standards, point-to-point and multi-point wireless bridge function
- Concurrent dual-band wireless connectivity for 2.4GHz and 5GHz
- Full management capabilities, advanced traffic management
- Gigabit ethernet PoE
- IP67 rated weatherproof design with built-in lightning protection
- 2x2 MIMO antenna
- WDS (Wireless Distribution system)
- Multiple SSID
- 2 Year Warranty

---

### Enterprise Indoor Dual Band Wireless Access Point

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**  
---|---
ECWS110 | 802.11a/n/g/b Indoor Enterprise PoE Wireless AP
ECWS110-L | 802.11a/n/g/b Indoor Enterprise PoE Controller Only Wireless AP

**FEATURES**
- Complies with wireless IEEE 802.11a/n/g/b standards
- Concurrent dual-band wireless connectivity for 2.4GHz and 5GHz
- Full management capabilities, advanced traffic management
- Gigabit ethernet PoE
- 2x2 MIMO antenna
- WDS (Wireless Distribution system)
- Multiple SSID
- 2 Year Warranty

---

### Enterprise Wireless Access Point Controller

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**  
---|---
EWS4502 | 802.11a/n/g/b

Wireless Controller and Unified Access Point offer integrated affordable solutions for business users in the SMBs and enterprise as well as the wireless solutions for hotel and school users. With the scalable and distributed architectures, IT managers can easily design and deploy the wireless networks with centralize management capability. Compatible with Edgecore models ECWS110-L and ECWO5110-L indoor & outdoor access points.

**FEATURES**
- Complies with wireless IEEE 802.11a/n/g/b standards
- Concurrent dual-band wireless connectivity for 2.4GHz and 5GHz
- Scalability with Advanced Distributed Architecture
- Load Balance Design
- Fault Tolerance in Redundant AC & AP
- Auto connection (Zero configuration)
- 2 Year Warranty